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The article has the analysis of separate aspects of administrative responsibility for offenses in the sphere of fire safety in the woods of Ukraine. It is investigated normative legal acts, a perspective and features of accountability for offenses in the studied sphere of the public relations.

Administrative responsibility, offenses in the sphere of fire safety in the woods of Ukraine, fire safety in the woods of Ukraine, an ecological law and order.

It is noted that an important aspect of harmonious existence of the person is his relations with environment, to provide the corresponding state policy, including creation of the effective standard and legal base capable to guarantee an ecological law and order has efficiency. The consumer relation of the person to natural resources, their irrational use as a result leads to serious and long negative consequences.

They tell that the solution of this problem is in introduction of effective organizational and legal measures, first of all, level of ecological sense of justice, introduction at legislative level of lessons of ecological education and culture; distribution among the population of information on fire safety regulations in the woods, their explanation and introduction of a strict liability for their non-compliance.

The analysis by article 77 Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offences "Violation of requirements of fire safety in the woods", regulating administrative responsibility for violation of fire safety regulations in the woods. Specified article contains some separate structures of offenses,
namely: violation of requirements of fire safety in the woods (part of 1 article); wood destructions as a result of careless handling of fire (part of 2 articles); wood damage as a result of careless handling of fire (part of 2 articles); violation of requirements of fire safety in the woods that led to emergence of forest fire (part of 2 articles); violation of requirements of fire safety in the woods that led to distribution of forest fire on the considerable square (part of 2 articles).

It is defined that requirements to fire safety in the woods of Ukraine are more concretized established by the Forest code of Ukraine, the Code of civil protection of Ukraine, Fire safety regulations in Ukraine, Fire safety regulations in the woods of Ukraine.

It is resulted that problem aspects of administrative responsibility for offenses in the sphere of fire safety in the woods of Ukraine – is one of the most actual and difficult, solved before employees of Forestry sphere. Substantial increase of fire danger in the woods is predetermined before by the prompt growth of attendance by the population of forests.

For increase of level of fire safety it is necessary to carry out explanatory work among the population concerning preservation of the woods and observance of the established norms and fire safety regulations in the woods, it is correct to organize uses of the woods for mass rest of the population for the purpose of reduction of unorganized inflow of people in the wood, to hold events for strengthening of fire-prevention actions in places of mass rest. Violation of the rules of fire safety in the woods of Ukraine has to bear for itself steady and objective involvement of responsible to administrative responsibility with obligatory compensation of the cost of the caused damage by them to forest grounds.

It is noted that, considering considerable complexity in proof of fault of violators on h. 2 Art. 77 Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offences, it is expedient to concretize, in particular, in the most administrative reports, essential facts of the case, noting nature of actions with fire made by the violator, the seat of fire, specification of manifestation of imprudence,
existence or lack of a causal relationship between the specified careless actions and damage (destruction) of the wood and so forth.

Need of the current legislation is represented, namely: Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offences and The Criminal Code of Ukraine of rather standard settlement of accurate differentiation of administrative and criminal liability for destruction or damage by fire of forests.